HughesNet Gen5 for Government: 1-Year Plan

The next generation of high-speed satellite Internet.

Available Where You Are Today

Finally, all of your sites can get high-speed connectivity, even if you're located beyond the reach of cable or are limited by slow DSL. Wherever you are, HughesNet Gen5 provides a reliable, secure, always-on network that gives you instant access to the mission-critical information and applications you need—email, payment transactions, web pages, sharing files, online videos, and more.

5 Reasons to Choose HughesNet

1. Fast Speeds
   HughesNet Gen5 is fast, with download speeds of 25 Mbps on every plan.**

2. Unlimited Data
   All plans have No Hard Data Limits. If you exceed the amount of data in your plan, we won’t cut you off or charge you more. Stay connected at reduced speeds.

3. Built-in Wi-Fi
   Featuring the latest Wi-Fi standards and technology to easily connect your wireless devices throughout your home.

4. Available in More Places
   HughesNet Gen5 is available where you do business—even where cable and fiber cannot reach.

5. Trusted by More Businesses
   You can rely on America’s #1 choice for satellite Internet.

*Actual speeds may vary and are not guaranteed.
See reverse for plan details!

Right For Your Agency

The great features don’t stop with faster speeds and more data. Every HughesNet Gen5 plan comes with even more great benefits to help you get the most from your service.

Keep connected with a generous amount of Daytime Data to help you get more done during standard business hours (8am–6pm), as well as a huge amount of Anytime Data that’s available to use 24/7.

There are no hard data limits.** Even if you exceed your plan data, we won’t cut you off or charge more. You can stay connected at reduced speeds until your next billing cycle.

Plus, all plans include a commercial-grade .9 meter satellite antenna designed to provide high-reliability for small office use, and a commercial installation package tailored for locations like park stations, schools and offices.

Industry Leadership

Hughes® has three decades of experience delivering managed network solutions to Fortune 500 companies. Using that experience, Hughes created a robust suite of high-speed Internet plans specifically tailored for small and medium-sized sites.

With HughesNet for Government, you can seize new opportunities, reach more constituents and achieve your daily missions. Let Hughes—the industry leader in high-speed satellite Internet—put the power of broadband into your agency.
HughesNet Gen5 GSA Schedule Plans

GSA Schedule 70: GS-35F-0907P

All plans feature:
25 Mbps download speeds*
3 Mbps upload speeds*

Business 35
**PLAN HIGHLIGHTS**
- 10 GB Anytime Data
  + 25 GB Daytime Data (8am-6pm)
- 35 GB Total

$66.29 PER MONTH

Business 50
**PLAN HIGHLIGHTS**
- 25 GB Anytime Data
  + 25 GB Daytime Data (8am-6pm)
- 50 GB Total

$94.70 PER MONTH

Business 75
**PLAN HIGHLIGHTS**
- 50 GB Anytime Data
  + 25 GB Daytime Data (8am-6pm)
- 75 GB Total

$142.06 PER MONTH

Business 150
**PLAN HIGHLIGHTS**
- 100 GB Anytime Data
  + 50 GB Daytime Data (8am-6pm)
- 150 GB Total

$255.71 PER MONTH

Business 250
**PLAN HIGHLIGHTS**
- 200 GB Anytime Data
  + 50 GB Daytime Data (8am-6pm)
- 250 GB Total

$445.13 PER MONTH

Equipment (.98 m Antenna, Radio and HT2000W Modem) and Enterprise Installation

$1,208.06

Maintenance Plans

Next Business Day (8am-5pm)

$20.25/month

Next Calendar Day (8am-5pm)

$23.28/month

Same Day (12/7)

$26.05/month

Same Day (24/7)

$28.54/month

Static IP: $9.07 Each

Expeditement Installation

Service and installation can be expedited for requests that need installation sooner than 15-day standard deployment time. A standard fee of $299.75 will be applied to customer account.

Call 1-844-817-5287 or visit Government.Hughes.com

*Actual speeds may vary and are not guaranteed.

**If you exceed your monthly plan data, you will experience reduced data speeds, may be as low as or lower than 1 Mbps, until your next billing period. Minimum term required. Monthly service and early termination fees apply. Visit legal.HughesNet.com for details.

Credit Card Authorization: Customers must agree and accept that Hughes Network Systems, LLC is authorized to use credit card provided for the purpose of (1) charging for upfront fees and monthly service fees required to receive HughesNet service, including payment for hardware and installation; (2) Creating an HNS/HughesNet customer account.
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